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● Online harassment.
● Cyberbullying.

The Problem

The Goal
Variation of “Doxx-ing” designed to combat the problem by 
making the people around the problem maker aware of 
what they are doing online.



The Approach
Develop a Google Chrome extension to identify direct 
relatives of a Facebook user and obtain their personal 
contact details.

The Technologies Used
● Google Chrome
● JavaScript

o JQuery



The Implementation
● Automatically checks if on Facebook.
● When on Facebook, adds “Dislike” button to 

posts/comments.
● When button pressed:

o Captures the post and its comments.
o Generates targets friendlist.
o Request and parse all found user’s profile pages for family relations.

● Run generated friendlist through heuristics using 
gathered information to identify the targets direct 
relatives.



The Heuristics
● Do they have the same last name/family 

name?
● Have they been identified as a family 

member on the target's profile page?
● Have they been identified as a family 

member on a relative’s profile page?



The Results
● Coverage: comparing the number of friends generated by the 

application to the total number of friends the target user has.



The Results
● Efficiency: comparing the amount of data collected to the number of 

requests sent.



The Results
● Accuracy: degree to which the result conforms to the correct value.



The Results
● Usability: how learnable it is, how memorable it is and how easy it 

would be to make a mistake.



The Conclusion
Based on the results described above, it can be seen that the application was 
successful in determining the direct relatives of a Facebook user. The 
application can cover enough of the targets social network graph to accurately 
determine their direct relatives albeit not efficiently. The application also seems 
to be sufficiently usable by the target audience by making use of known 
features within the Facebook user interface to simplify the application's user 
interface. This makes the research goal more achievable by ensuring any 
Facebook user can make use of the application in order to counter 
cyberbullying or online harassment.



Future Work
● Collecting more data about each individual user.
● More heuristics could be added using this information 

such as checking age differences, similar religious 
views or whether they have lived in similar locations.

● Building a centralised database accessed by each 
application user to share collected data, although this 
will likely break Facebook's terms of use.

● Integrate other social network sites to gather even more 
information such as LinkedIn.

● Further testing and research into privacy settings.




